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Daihatsu to Exhibit 11 Concept Cars at Tokyo Auto Salon 2017
Daihatsu Motor Co., Ltd. (hereafter “Daihatsu”) plans to exhibit a total of 11 concept cars including
Move Canbus, a mini vehicle, and Thor, a compact car, at Tokyo Auto Salon 2017, which will be held at
Makuhari Messe (Mihama-ku, Chiba-shi, Chiba-Prefecture) from Friday, January 13, 2017 to Sunday,
January 15.
With the theme of “More fun, more individual,” the Daihatsu will showcase concept cars in four
categories. Advancing base ideas like the distinctive body features Daihatsu has created to date and
existing custom grade models, these concept cars represent a new form of high grade cars.

Concept cars to be showcased
Category

Base model

1

SPORZA

Boon CILQ、Thor、Move Canbus、COPEN

2

Grand Custom

Thor Custom、Tanto Custom、Move Custom

3

Beach Cruisin’

Boon、Move Canbus

4

CROSS FIELD

CAST ACTIVA、WAKE

【SPORZA】
- Elements of Daihatsu classic hot hatch, Charade De Tomaso, and TR-XX are revived as
specifications
- A quality sporty taste is presented with special red x black body colors and gold aluminum wheels
- The concept car that evokes the relaunch of the Daihatsu sports car lineup, which stands out for its
uniqueness
【Grand Custom】
- Expressing a magnificent presence with genuine plated parts and large LED fog lamps
- Proposing an ultimate custom style, enveloped in an aura of power and grace
【Beach Cruisin’】
- Proposing a new form of cars applying a more feminine taste with special body colors and original
wrappings
- Expressing a car that allows for a slow, relaxing, laidback lifestyle
【CROSS FIELD】
- Adding a feeling of activeness with matte finish special body colors, original D Wrapping, etc.
- Expressing the one to expand the fields of play for Grown-Up Hobbyists who like outdoor activities
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*1: Images are for illustration purposes, and some specifications may be different from the concept cars that will be exhibited.

*Dedicated site for Tokyo Auto Salon
Site URL
https://goo.gl/a8hnp3

